**Ridden By Crawlers:** Fireteams in this unit may discard Reinforcement Tokens to reduce damage by 1 per Token.

- **Gruesome Maw** (6 v Df | 3"): Strength 3.

- **Give In to Hunger:** This Action immediately gains +2 AV for each Reinforcement Token on this unit.

Fireteam (120mm), Titan
Ridden By Crawlers: Fireteams in this unit may discard Reinforcement Tokens to reduce damage by 1 per Token.

Gruesome Maw (6 v Df | 3"): Strength 3.

Give In to Hunger: This Action immediately gains +2 AV for each Reinforcement Token on this unit.

Reckless Assault: Discard a Reinforcement Token to take this Action again.

Fling Crawler (5 v Df | 12"): Strength 2. You do not need to discard a card when targeting an engaged Fireteam.

Screaming All the Way: The target and every Fireteam at least partially between this Fireteam and the target each gain a Shaken Token.

It Lived!: A friendly unit with one or more Fireteams engaged with the target gains a Reinforcement Token.